I-spy... TREES

Next time you are out for your local walk,
see if you can spot these amazing trees.
Here are the 5 most popular trees in towns

Sycamore
(sick-a-more)

although it doesn’t vomit!
Massive domed shaped tree.
Leaves have 5 lobes and hairy backs
Bark is scaly & peeling off looking
like camouflage
Look out for pink flower buds turning into
green-yellow hanging flowers in May
Play with the winged ‘helicopter’ seeds
in Autumn

English Oak
Our National hero!

Massive round shaped tree. Leaves
are lobed and wavy, green in summer
and red in winter
Bark looks like scaly grey-brown
‘dinosaur skin’
Catkin flowers in Spring
Acorn seeds in Autumn

Wildlife to spot eating leaves, seeds & visiting flowers
Draw a line to the tree you spot them at

Silver Birch
It’s a gem

Medium sized tree.
Triangular shaped leaves with toothed edges
White bark that sheds thin layers. Develops dark
cracks as it ages
Flowers from April to May - yellow-brown male catkins
Great seeds darken and drop in Autumn

London plane
It’s a pollution eating superhero!
Closely related to the sycamore with similar bark
and thick 5 lobed leaves that turn orange-yellow in
autumn
Traps pollution in its tree bark which then peels off.
The flowers are yellow or red in clusters like a ball.
These then develop into the dried brown seed balls
that remain on the branches all winter, releasing
the seeds in Spring.

Ash
Sacred in ancient history
Tall in shape and long lived.
Green long, thin oval leaves in 3-6 pairs on a stem.
Pale brown/grey bark.

Look out for the purple flowers in spring before the
leaves form
The thin winged seeds called ‘keys’ develop in summer and fall in late winter

Wildlife to spot eating leaves, seeds & visiting flowers
Draw a line to the tree you spot them at

